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Terms of Service
This is an Agreement between you and Deep Social Incorporated with
registered office at 2035 Sunset Lake Road, Suite B-2, 19702, Newark,
Delaware, USA (hereinafter – “Deep.Social”) that describes the Terms of
Service (“Terms”) with respect to your access to and use of content, reports,
documents, products, and online services (referred to collectively as the
“Services”) we make available through http://deep.social/ or
http://deepsocialapi.com/ (referred to collectively as the “Site”). Please take
the time to read the Agreement carefully as it governs your use of the Site and
Services.

1.

Agreement Acceptance

All of the terms of the Agreement apply without modification by you and
together constitute legally binding terms between you and Deep.Social. By
using or accessing the Site and/or Services, you understand and agree to
abide by these Terms of Service and Privacy Policy incorporated in this Terms
in Section 6 whether on your own behalf or on behalf of a legal person you
represent. If you are entering into this Terms on behalf of a legal person, you
represent that you have the authority to bind the legal person and its affiliates
to this Terms, in which case the terms “you” or “your” shall refer to that legal
person and its affiliates. If you do not agree, you may not use or access the
Sites and Services.

2.

Amendments

From time to time, Deep.Social may revise, amend or otherwise change these
Terms without prior notice to you. You acknowledge and agree that it is your
responsibility to review these Terms of Service periodically for changes. You
agree that your use of the Services after the effective date of such change will

constitute your consent to the revised, amended, or otherwise changed
Terms. If you do not agree to the changes, you must stop using the Services.

3.

Your Use of The Services

3.1. Deep.Social provides you with a limited, non-exclusive,
non-transferable, personal and non-assignable permission to use the Site.
Accordingly, you agree that you will not reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, trade
or resell the Services for any purpose. You must not obscure, alter, remove or
delete any copyright or other proprietary notices contained in the Services.
You will not copy, modify, adapt, translate or otherwise create derivative
works of any of the Services obtained from the Site. You warrant that you will
not attempt or assist others to attempt or actually reverse engineer,
decompile, disassemble or otherwise attempt to discover the source code of
the software. You agree to comply with all applicable laws and regulations in
your use of and access to the Site and Services.

4.

Provision Of The Services

4.1. You understand and agree that Deep.Social may modify, terminate,
suspend, or otherwise adjust any and all aspects of the Services at any time
without prior notice to you.
4.2. You acknowledge and agree that Deep.Social can disable access
to Services for non-payment or other material breach of the Terms, you may
be prevented from accessing your files or other content which is contained in
Deep.Social Site or Services.
4.3. You acknowledge and agree that you are allowed to use only single
account per person. In case of legal person you are allowed to use single
account for multiple employees.

5.

Security

As part of the registration process, you may be required to provide certain
information including, but not limited to, your name, the business name,
address, phone number, credit card, and email address. You agree that any
registration information you give to Deep.Social will always be accurate,
correct and up to date. You are responsible for protecting any tokens, keys or
passwords for Deep.Social Site and Services from unauthorized access. You
will be held responsible for any activity that occurs under your tokens, keys or
passwords. You are solely responsible for any and all activity that occurs on
or through your tokens, keys or passwords. You agree to notify Deep.Social
immediately of any unauthorized use of your tokens, keys, passwords or any
other breach of security. Deep.Social may access your tokens, keys,
passwords from time to time to provide You assistance with technical or billing
issues or in order to maintain or improve the Services.

6.

Privacy Policy

We do not disclose, sell, or share your information (influencer list, name,
company name, contact details, passwords and tokens) with third parties
except as described herein. By voluntary providing us with such information
you expressly consent to the use and disclosure of your data in accordance
with this Privacy Policy. We may share your information with the following
types of recipients and for the following purposes:
6.1. Recipients Designated by You or Associated With Your Account.
- Other Users.
- If you invite other users to access, use, or edit content you create through
the Services (for example, if you invite others to view your account data
influence list), we will make such content available to the individuals you
invite.
- If you are an authorized user of an account, the account subscriber or
person who controls the account (e.g. administrator) will have access to
information describing your use of the Services.
- Third Parties.

- If you make a payment within the Services, we will share your payment
method details with the third-party payment processor you select.
6.2. Service Providers. We may share your information with third parties
that we refer to as service providers to assist us in providing services to you
provided that these third parties agree to keep this information confidential.
For example, we might use these third parties to provide search technology,
authentication systems, bill collection and fulfilment, fraud detection, customer
support, and recruiting. Our contracts with service providers contain terms
governing their use of your data.
6.3. Social Media Services. If you connect to a third party service (such
as Facebook or LinkedIn) through an icon or link on the Services or otherwise
link your account with a third party service, we may share the contents of your
post and associated information (such as your user name, the fact that your
connection originated from the Services, and other relevant usage and
diagnostic information) with such third party. Once such information is shared,
the use of your information will be subject to that service’s privacy policy and
this Privacy Policy will not apply.
6.4. Affiliates. We may share your information with other companies
under common ownership or control with Deep.Social who will process your
information in a manner consistent with this Privacy Policy.
6.5. Safety, Security, and Compliance with Law. We may share your
information when we believe in good faith that such sharing is reasonably
necessary to investigate, prevent, or take action regarding possible illegal
activities or to comply with legal process (e.g. a subpoena). We may also
share your information in situations involving potential threats to the physical
safety of any person, violations of this terms; or to respond to the claims of
violation of the rights of third parties and/or to protect the rights, property and
safety of Deep.Social, our employees, users, or the public. This may involve the
sharing of your information with law enforcement, government agencies, courts,
and/or other organizations.
6.6. Business Transactions. As we develop our business, we may sell, buy,
merge or partner with other companies or businesses, or sell some or all of our
assets. In such transactions, user information may be among the transferred
assets or the assets disclosed in connection with the due diligence for any such

transaction. If Deep.Social is involved in a merger, acquisition, or sale of all or a
portion of its assets, you will be notified via email and/or a prominent notice on
our websites of any change in ownership or uses of your information, as well as
any choices you may have regarding your information.
6.7. Consent. We may share your information in other ways and for new
purposes if you have asked us to do so or have consented to such sharing. For
example, we post customer testimonials on our Services that may identify you if
we have received your consent.
By providing Deep.Social your email address and using token you consent to our
using the email address to send you Service-related notices, including any
notices required by law, in lieu of communication by postal mail.
If you have signed up for our mailing list we may also use your email address to
send you newsletters and other messages, such as marketing and promotional
notices, push notifications, or changes to features of the Service. If you do not
want to receive such email messages, you may opt out by contacting support
info@deep.social. You may not opt out of Service-related e-mails.
You may access, correct or request deletion of your information by contacting
support info@deep.social.

7.

Charged Services

7.1. Certain features of the Site or the Services are associated with
charges or fees (“Charged Services”). For use of such Services you may
purchase access to the following plans:
a) Universal Credits (as defined in clause 7.2);
b) annual plans on the following subscriptions (hereinafter “Subscriptions”):
i. Audience Data;
Ii. Influencer Identification
All charges and fees are listed in U.S. Dollars unless expressly identified
otherwise. You agree to pay any applicable charges and fees associated with
your use of the Services either by upfront annual payment for the entire value of
Subscription or in 12 instalments.
7.2. In order to access Charged Services, you may purchase predefined
set of universal credits on pay as you go basis (“Universal Credits”). In this case
you may pay for access to Charged Services with such Universal Credits.

Universal Credits are valid for 1-year period and expire after the end of such
period unless renewed on another 1-year period by purchasing a new set of
Universal Credits. If renewed before expiration previously purchased Universal
Credits are accumulated with newly purchased Universal Credits and are valid
for another 1-year period.
7.3. To access the parts of the Services that are associated with charges
and fees, you must provide requested details and follow applicable billing
procedures. Billing procedures are subject to change at any time without prior
notice to you. By providing a payment method, you represent that you are
authorized to use the payment method you provided and that the information
provided by you is true and accurate. Deep.Social accounts can be billed in
advance on a monthly basis and are non-refundable. There will be no refunds or
credits for partial use of Service, upgrade/downgrade refunds, refunds for unused
features, or refunds for failures or inaccessibility of Service due to circumstances
beyond Deep.Social control. In order to treat everyone equally, no exceptions will
be made. Downgrading your Service may cause the loss of content, features.
Deep.Social does not accept any liability for such loss. Deep.Social reserves the
right to suspend or terminate your access to the Services for nonpayment. If your
Subscription is terminated for any reason, you are still liable for a remaining
unpaid period of your Subscription if your Subscription is purchased on monthly
basis. Deep.Social may recover such payments due and in that case you will
bear all the expenses related to such recovery or/and debt collection.

8.

Content

8.1. You may use the data/content collected and displayed from your use
of the Service solely for informational purposes. You understand and
acknowledge that such data/content may not be exhaustive and the analysis of
the data/content is based on what third-party data sources provide to
Deep.Social. The data/content is based on publicly available data/content and
Deep.Social does not verify the accuracy of data/content provided by such third
parties. Any use of the data/content except as specifically described herein is
strictly prohibited. In addition, the data/content collected and displayed may
require access to third party sites and such third parties may prevent Deep.Social
from generating such data/content. Furthermore, government regulations and/or

compliance with applicable laws may prevent Deep.Social from using certain
data/content or providing it to you. You agree that you shall evaluate and bear all
risks associated with the Services, including any reliance on the accuracy,
completeness, or integrity of such Services. By using the Site and Services, you
represent and warrant that you have such knowledge and experience in financial
and business matters that you are capable of evaluating the merits and risks of
the information made available in the Site and Services, and make effective use
of the Services provided by Deep.Social as an analytical tool. You acknowledge
that the Services are made available to you without any warranties of any kind.
By using the Services you understand and agree that your use of the Services is
at your sole discretion and risk.
8.2. The Site may contain links to other sites on the Internet which are
owned and operated by Third Party Vendors and other third parties (the “External
Sites”). You acknowledge that Deep.Social is not responsible for the availability
of, or the materials located on or through, any External Sites.
8.3. You acknowledge that by accessing the Site, you may come into
contact with content that you find harmful, offensive, threatening, indecent or
objectionable and you acknowledge that Deep.Social shall have no liability to you
for the content including, but not limited to explicit language and other potentially
offensive material.
8.4. You shall acknowledge Deep.Social as the source of the data/content;
if you use/show data/content from Deep.Social online, you shall link to
Deep.Social website, place the Deep.Social logo and credit the source as
follows: “powered by Deep.Social”.

9.

Restrictions

You may only use the Service as specified above. You are restricted from using
the Service for any other usage, including:
9.1. Usage of Service in excess of:
- 5000 search requests per month under Influencer Identification plan;
- 5 requests to Site per second;
- 1 account per person; or
- 1 promotion plan per person.

9.2. Use of Charged Services if you have no valid Universal Credits or
active Subscription.
9.3. Use any means to modify or reroute the Service.
9.4. Broadcast, reproduce, republish, post, transmit or distribute any part of
the Services (other than as specifically allowed pursuant to these Terms).
9.5. Assign, syndicate, resell or otherwise transfer or make available
information obtained via the Service to third parties (unless you have specific
written agreement with Deep.Social for this).
9.6. Copy, modify, create a derivative work from, reverse engineer or
reverse assemble the Service, or otherwise attempt to discover any source code,
or allow any third party to do so.
9.7. Use the Services in any way that harms Deep.Social, its affiliates,
resellers, distributors, customers, service providers and/or suppliers, as
determined by Deep.Social in its sole discretion;
9.8. Use the Services in any manner that could damage, disable,
overburden, or otherwise harm the Services and/or Site or interfere with any
other party's use and enjoyment of the Services and/or Site;
9.9. Use any meta tags or any other "hidden text" utilizing Deep.Social's
name or trademarks without the prior written consent of Deep.Social;
9.10. Display the Site in frames or utilize any other techniques to display
the Site (or any content on the Site) without the prior written consent of
Deep.Social;
9.11. Use the Services in any manner which is contrary to the provisions of
any applicable third party terms of use or other agreements (including any
requirement to secure written permission prior to making certain utilization of
content);
9.12. Use the Services to "stalk" or otherwise harass another; and/or
collect or store personal data about any other person.
9.13. Employ any technique to compile any false or misleading information
or content;
9.14. Harm minors in any way;
9.15. Intentionally or unintentionally violate any applicable local, state,
national or international law, including, but not limited to, regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any rules of any national or
other securities exchange, including, without limitation, the New York Stock

Exchange, the American Stock Exchange or the NASDAQ, and any regulations
having the force of law;
9.16. Provide material support or resources (or to conceal or disguise the
nature, location, source, or ownership of material support or resources) to any
organization(s) designated by the United States government as a foreign terrorist
organization pursuant to section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act;
9.17. Use the Services in any manner that violates or infringes the rights of
any third parties, including without limitation copyright, trademark, patent
publicity, or other proprietary rights;
9.18. Use the Services to gain unauthorized access to any third party
services, user accounts, computer systems, or networks;
9.19. Use the Deep.Social domain name or other contact information as a
pseudonymous reply email, postal, and/or fax address (or any other type of
return address) for any communication transmitted from another location or
through another service or otherwise impersonate Deep.Social or any other third
party;
9.20. Create multiple tokens, keys or passwords for disruptive or abusive
purposes, or with overlapping use cases. Mass tokens, keys or passwords
creation may result in suspension of all related tokens, keys or passwords.
Please note that any violation of these Terms of Service is cause for permanent
suspension of all tokens, keys or passwords.
9.21. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT IN CASE WE DETECT
MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS OR/AND PROMOTION PLANS ESTABLISHED FOR
ONE PERSON, WE AT OUR SOLE DISCRETION MAY, WITHOUT WARNING
AND REFUND, TERMINATE SUCH MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS OR/AND
PROMOTION PLANS.

10. Publicity
You grant Deep.Social the right to add your name and company logo to its
customer list and web site. Except for the foregoing, neither party may use the
other party’s name or logo without the other party's prior written consent.

11. Cancellation Or Termination

11.1. You may cancel the Services at any time, with or without cause. You
understand and accept that by cancelling the Services:
i) you may not receive a refund;
ii) you may be obligated to pay all charges due until the end of the
subscription;
iii) you may lose access to and use of your tokens, keys or passwords and
any Services and Services credits contained therein.
11.2. You acknowledge and agree that Deep.Social may terminate your
tokens, keys or passwords for cause with or without prior notice to you. Cause for
termination includes but is not limited to infringement or violation of the Terms, in
particular but not limited to violation of clauses 8.4, 9.1 and 9.2 thereof, partial or
complete discontinuance of the Services and/or Site, extended periods of
inactivity, request to do so by law, and non-payment of fees or charges owed by
you to Deep.Social.
11.3. Cancellation or termination will result in immediate cessation of
access to the Services, and deletion of your tokens, keys or passwords and all
Services contained therein. All terminations are at the sole discretion
Deep.Social, and you agree that Deep.Social shall not be liable to you or any
third party as a result of termination.
11.4. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason, all
licensed rights granted in this Agreement to you will immediately cease to exist
and you will irrecoverably delete any and all data you received from Deep.Social.
Sections 6 to 10, and 15, as well as your obligation to pay any fees applicable,
including but not limited to those under sub-clause 11.1 (ii) above, will survive
any expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason.

12. Proprietary Rights
You acknowledge and agree that the Site and Services are the exclusive
property of Deep.Social and except as may be otherwise provided herein,
Deep.Social does not grant any express or implied right in them to you. You
agree not to remove, obscure, or alter any proprietary rights notices (including
copyright and trademark notices) which may be affixed to or contained within the
Site. Deep.Social owns the copyright for the Site as a compilation, and all

Services accessible from the Site. All content included on the Website, such as
text, graphics, logos, button icons, images, data compilations, and software, is
the property of Deep.Social or its content suppliers and protected by international
copyright laws. Any third party marks displayed on the Site and/or Services are
the property of their respective owners. You further acknowledge that the
Services may contain information which is designated confidential and that you
shall not disclose such information without Deep.Social’s prior written consent.

13. Contact Us
If you have any questions about these Terms, please contact us at
info@deep.social or: Deep Social Incorporated, 2035 Sunset Lake Road, Suite
B-2, 19702, Newark, Delaware, USA.

14. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION
OF LIABILITY
TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
DEEP.SOCIAL AND ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS,
PARTNERS, AND LICENSORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES
OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, ADEQUACY
OR COMPLETENESS OF ANY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS
SITE OR CREATED BY THE SERVICES. THE MATERIALS, CONTENT ON
THIS SITE AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED TO YOU ON AN “AS IS” BASIS,
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE NOR WITH RESPECT TO THE RESULTS
WHICH MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF SERVICES. DEEP.SOCIAL
MAKEs NO WARRANTY THAT i) THE SERVICES WILL MEET YOUR
REQUIREMENTS: ii) THE SERVICES WILL BE ERROR-FREE, SECURE, OR
UNINTERRUPTED; iii) ANY ERRORS WILL BE CORRECTED; AND iv) THE
QUALITY OF THE SERVICES WILL MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS. ANY
SERVICES DOWNLOADED OR OTHERWISE ACCESSED THROUGH THE
USE OF THE SITE IS AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND
DEEP.SOCIAL SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR ANY

ERRORS OR OMISSIONS NOR SHALL IT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
WHETHER DIRECT OR INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL, EVEN IF
THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. NO
ADVICE OR INFORMATION, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, OBTAINED BY
YOU FROM DEEP.SOCIAL OR ITS SERVICES SHALL CREATE ANY
WARRANTY NOT EXPRESSLY STATED IN THE TERMS. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE LIABILITY OF DEEP.SOCIAL OR ANY OF THEIR AFFILIATES
PURSUANT TO ANY CAUSE OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT,
OR OTHERWISE, EXCEED THE FEE PAID BY YOU FOR ACCESS TO SUCH
SERVICES. FURTHERMORE, DEEP.SOCIAL SHALL HAVE NO
RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR DELAYS OR FAILURES DUE TO
CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND THEIR CONTROL.

15. Governing Law and Jurisdiction
15.1. These Terms shall be governed and construed in accordance with
the laws of New York, United States, without regard to its conflict of law
provisions.
15.2. In case such dispute, controversies or differences, cannot be settled
amicably through negotiations within a thirty 30-day period it or they shall be shall
be settled by the American Arbitration Association (the AAA) in accordance with
its International Expedited Procedures.
• The number of arbitrators shall be one.
• The place of arbitration shall be New York, New York.
• The arbitration shall be held, and the award rendered, in English.
• The appointing authority shall be the AAA acting in accordance with the
rules adopted by the AAA for this purpose.
Each party shall bear its own expenses, but parties shall share equally in
the expenses of the arbitration tribunal.

